
Line Form animals
Mrs Ras



Find a side way/ profile of a bird or fish and 
copy the image



Open a new file in illustrator and paste it in. 
lock the layer and add a new one



In the new layer drag and create a black rectangle 
drag the shape layer under the pic layer and lock



Add a new layer above the pic layer



Using the pen tool draw a line (no fill and a white 
stroke) around the bottom of your animal



Draw another Separate line through the 
middle 



Draw another separate line along the top 
edge



Double click on the blend tool 
and choose specific steps and  
8 
choose ok after



Using the selection tool select the bottom 
line and alter the color a little



Using the selection tool and select all lines 
then give the line a tapered edge



While the lines are selected choose the blend 
tool and click the lines from top to bottom



Using the same method of drawing and styling lines and then using the 
blend tool create forms for the beak or other areas just make sure they 
are in new layers.. You can cross over the other lines to create forms like 
wings 





Pick one more animal side profile and do the same 
as the bird, and make a sticker or badge from it.
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